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Abstract Based on micromechanical considerations at the
level of grain contacts and taking into account the way in
which kinematic and static quantities are “transported” be-
tween grain surface and grain centre, we identify appropri-
ate measures related to energy dissipation due to rolling and
sliding between grains, within both a discrete and a Cosserat
continuum description.

This allows us, within the framework of Cosserat plas-
ticity, to identify appropriate invariants and formulate simple
forms of the respective yield surfaces. The resulting model
is shown to be a multiple-yield-surface generalisation of the
model by Mühlhaus and Vardoulakis (Géotechnique, 1987).
By introducing separate and clearly identified rolling- and
sliding-resistance parameters, the model allows for separate
activation of the respective dissipative mechanisms.

Keywords Cosserat continuum · plasticity · granular
micromechanics · sliding · rolling · energy dissipation

1 Introduction

When describing a granular medium, we usually associate
each particle with its centre. It is clear, however, that it is at
the contacts between particles that all interesting phenomena
take place. As stated by Cole & Peters [9] “. . . the relation-
ship between the contact motions and resisting forces define
the micro-scale properties of the medium”.

The contact between particles may include both sliding
and rolling. Earlier studies of granular media silently as-
sumed that almost all energy dissipation takes place at slid-
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ing contacts [26]. Energy dissipation due to rolling cannot
however be excluded, e.g. because of micro slip and friction
at the contact interface [38]. Indeed, rolling friction plays an
important role in different phenomena such as the velocity
of landslides [18], the dynamics of sandpile formation [45]
and the thickness [7] or evolution [1] of faults.

Oda et al. [29] observed that “particle rolling appears to
be a major microscopic deformation mechanism, especially
when interparticle friction is large”. Bardet [2] emphasised
that “The rotations of soil particles during laboratory load-
ings are a well recognized phenomenon in soil mechanics
and the micromechanics of granular materials [. . . ] How-
ever, in modeling the failure for granular materials, the ef-
fects of particle rotations have been largely neglected.”.

Numerical simulations by Bardet [2] indicate that, in
granular media composed of spherical grains, sliding occurs
only at a small proportion (≤ 30%) of contacts before plastic
yielding, rolling being the bulk amount of contacts. Based
on the above considerations, various recent numerical dis-
crete element simulations include energy dissipation due to
rolling [21,1,12].

While a discrete description may seem more suitable for
modelling granular media, in practical applications a contin-
uum approach may be preferable. In this context, it is usual
to consider the application of Cosserat continuum mechan-
ics to the description of the mechanical behaviour of granu-
lar media, as pioneered by Oshima [30] and Satake[33], and
later Kanatani [22] and Mühlhaus and Vardoulakis [27].

The use of the Cosserat continuum allows describing
phenomena that run at the level of individual grains, such
as shear-bands occurring within granular bodies [27] or in-
terfacial bands, occurring at shear interfaces between hard,
coherent material and granular material [5,39,43]. Consid-
ering the complex behaviour exhibited by fully developed
shear-bands [41,16] and based on a number of studies [9,
28,2], Vardoulakis [42] proposed the idea of the post-failure
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activation of a rolling-contact yield mechanism as the main
mechanism for strength softening and energy dissipation.

In this paper, we follow the work of Vardoulakis [42] and
provide a Cosserat continuum representation of the basic
mechanics of granular media, focusing on micromechanical
considerations of energy dissipation at grain level, as well as
on the concept of “transported” contact quantities. We thus
identify the appropriate discrete quantities that should be
used to account separately for sliding and rolling at the con-
tacts. By embedding contact quantities in continuum fields
and applying a fabric averaging procedure, we then derive
appropriate stress invariants that are related to sliding and
rolling.

Based on the above, we abandon the single-yield mech-
anism of interparticle slip [4,27,11] and adopt Lippmann’s
[24] multi-yield mechanisms idea. This allows us to revisit
the plasticity model of Mühlhaus and Vardoulakis [27], by
proposing its generalisation as a multiple-surface Cosserat
plasticity model that includes separate and clearly identified
rolling- and sliding-resistance parameters, thus allowing for
separate activation of the respective mechanisms.

2 Cosserat continuum mechanics

Before delving into grain-level considerations, we review
here the basic concepts of Cosserat continuum mechanics
which will be used when passing from the discrete to the
continuum description. We only consider the static case for
small deformations, in Cartesian coordinates. Indicial no-
tation is used, with indices i, j,k, l,m ranging from 1 to 3.
Repeated indices indicate summation, a comma in the sub-
scripts indicates differentiation, δi j is the Kronecker delta
and ei jk is the permutation tensor.

2.1 Kinematics

The Cosserat continuum is a manifold of oriented rigid parti-
cles, called trièdres rigides or rigid crosses with six degrees
of freedom, three of which define the displacement vector ui
and three of which define the rotation vector ψi.

As proposed by Schäfer [35], displacements and rota-
tions in the Cosserat continuum can be treated in a unified
way using motor algebra and motor calculus [6,35,23,31].
Though this notation leads to simpler expressions and pro-
vides a natural way of expressing the concept of transported
quantities introduced in Subsection 3.2, it will not be used
here as most readers will not be familiar with it.

The deformation measures are the infinitesimal relative
deformation tensor γi j and the infinitesimal tensor of distor-
tions κi j, defined as

γi j = u j,i− ei jkψk, κi j = ψ j,i (1)
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Fig. 1 Two-grain circuit with (a) sliding contact and (b) rolling contact
respectively.

where the symmetric part of γi j is the strain, the antisymmet-
ric part is the relative rotation, the diagonal terms of κi j are
the torsions and the off-diagonal terms are the curvatures.

The rate of displacement and of rotation is respectively
the velocity vi and the spin wi. The “rate of relative defor-
mation” and “rate of distortion” tensors are then given by

Γi j = v j,i− ei jkwk, Ki j = w j,i (2)

2.2 Statics

The relative deformation is energy-conjugate to the stress
σi j, while the distortion is energy-conjugate to the couple
stress µi j. The power of the internal forces (per unit volume)
for the Cosserat continuum is thus given by ([44], pp. 340)

P = σi jΓi j +µi jKi j (3)

In the classical continuum, the only static quantity is the
stress σi j, which is symmetric, so an isotropic yield function
would be a function of the 3 stress invariants. In the Cosserat
continuum, neither σi j nor µi j is symmetric. There are there-
fore 39 independent invariants of σi j and µi j in three dimen-
sions ([20], p. 114), which can be written as polynomials of
the stress and couple-stress components. For example there
are 8 invariants of order up to two (σii, µii, σi jσ ji, σi jσi j,
µi jµ ji, µi jµi j, σi jµ ji, σi jµi j). In the following, we use mi-
cromechanical considerations to determine the appropriate
invariants to use for Cosserat plasticity.

3 Intergranular dissipation

Consider the contact of two rotating grains in Figure 1. Ho-
mothetical rotation results in strong contact sliding and weak
contact rolling, while antithetical rotation results in weak
contact sliding and strong contact rolling.

Note that we consider the grains to be spheres (and draw
them as discs for simplicity), therefore keeping only infor-
mation about the position of the centre of the particle and
the contact point. The fact that the grains in reality have ar-
bitrary shapes is however reflected in the presence of contact
couples [14].
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Fig. 2 Contact forces and contact couples between grains

3.1 Grain contact energetics

Consider either pair of grains in Figure 1. Assuming that
both grains have the same radius Rg, the branch vector con-
necting the centres of the two grains is

(K2−K1)i = 2`i with `i = Rgni (4)

where ni is the unit vector normal to the contact plane and
pointing towards grain (2).

The centres of the grains, points K1 and K2, move with
velocities v(1)i and v(2)i , while the grains rotate with angu-
lar velocities w(1)

i and w(2)
i , respectively. At the contact, the

velocities of the grains are

v(1)ci = v(1)i + eilkw(1)
l `k, v(2)ci = v(2)i − eilkw(2)

l `k (5)

therefore the relative rotation and relative velocity of grain
(2) with respect to grain (1) at the contact point are

w(2,1)c
i = w(2)

i −w(1)
i (6)

v(2,1)ci = v(2)ci − v(1)ci = v(2)i − v(1)i − ei jk(w
(2)
j +w(1)

j )`k (7)

The two grains interact through contact forces and con-
tact couples. As shown in Figure 2, the force f (2,1)ci = f c

i and
couple m(1,2)c

i = mc
i are applied on grain (2) by grain (1),

while their equal and opposite reactions f (1,2)ci and m(1,2)c
i

are applied on grain (1) by grain(2). The power of the con-
tact forces per unit volume (due to sliding) is

P(ns) = 1
V

(
f (2,1)ci v(2)ci + f (1,2)ci v(1)ci

)
= 1

V f (2,1)ci (v(2)ci − v(1)ci ) = 1
V f (2,1)ci v(2,1)ci (8)

while the power of the couples (due to rolling) is

P(nr) = 1
V (m

(2,1)c
i w(2)

i +m(1,2)c
i w(1)

i )

= 1
V m(2,1)c

i (w(2)
i −w(2)

i ) = 1
V m(2,1)c

i w(2,1)
i (9)

The reference volume V is not specified here, but is left as a
free parameter.

The total power of actions at grain contact is the sum of
the contributions due to sliding and rolling

P(n) = P(ns)+P(nr) (10)

3.2 Continuum embedment

To pass from the discrete to the continuum description, we
use a “continuum embedment” procedure, that is we assume
that the particle spin and velocity are embedded into contin-
uous fields. This allows us to linearise these fields around
the contact point to obtain

w(1)
i = wc

i − `mwc
i,m, w(2)

i = wc
i + `mwc

i,m (11)

v(1)i = vc
i − `mvc

i,m, v(2)i = vc
i + `mvc

i,m (12)

Using equations (6), (7) and (2), we finally get

w(2,1)c
i = w(2)

i −w(1)
i = 2`mwc

i,m = 2`mKc
mi (13)

v(2,1)ci = v(2)i − v(1)i − ei jk(w
(2)
j +w(1)

j )`k

= 2`m(vc
i,m− ei jmwc

j) = 2`mΓ
c

mi

(14)

thus the relative spin and velocity can be expressed in terms
of the related Cosserat-continuum deformation measures.

We assume that the force fi and couple mi are gener-
ated by a continuous stress field and couple stress field, re-
spectively, evaluated at the contact between the considered
grains. Thus

f (2,1)ci = σ
c
kinkS, m(2,1)c

i = µ
c
kinkS (15)

where S is a reference surface area, left unspecified like the
reference volume V . Equations (8) and (9) then result in

P(ns) = (2RgS/V )nknmσ
c
kiΓ

c
mi (16)

P(nr) = (2RgS/V )nknmµ
c
kiK

c
mi (17)

so that

P(n) = (2RgS/V )nknm(σ
c
kiΓ

c
mi +µ

c
kiK

c
mi) (18)

The material point, however, is usually considered to be
centred on the centre of the particle. We therefore consider
the power of contact forces and couples using as reference
point the centre of particle (1). The kinematic quantities at
the contact are calculated as

w(2,1)c
i = 2`mK(1)

mi , v(2,1)ci = 2`m(Γ
(1)

mi +eikl`kK(1)
ml ) (19)

Comparison with equations (13) and (14) yields

Kc
mi = K(1)

mi , Γ
c

mi = Γ
(1)

mi + eikl`kK(1)
ml (20)

The stress and couple stress at the contact are calculated as

σ
c
i j = σ

(1)
i j , µ

c
i j = µ

(1)
i j + e jlk`lσ

(1)
ik (21)

where σ
(1)
i j and µ

(1)
i j are the stress and couple stress evalu-

ated at the centre of particle (1). This leads to

P(ns) = (2RgS/V )nkn j σ
(1)
ki (Γ

(1)
ji + eimn`mK(1)

jn ) (22)

P(nr) = (2RgS/V )nkn j (µ
(1)
ki + eimn`mσ

(1)
kn )K(1)

ji (23)
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and finally to

P(n) = (2RgS/V )nkn j (σ
(1)
ki Γ

(1)
ji +µ

(1)
ki K(1)

ji ) (24)

Equations (20) and (21) give the so-called “transported
contact quantities”, that is the kinematic and static quantities
at the contact point calculated based on the respective values
at the particle centre.

We note that the final expressions for P(n) are the same,
independently of the location at which we evaluate the kine-
matic and static quantities. When evaluating separately the
sliding and rolling contributions, however, it is necessary to
consider the transported contact quantities.

3.3 Fabric averaging

Equations (20) to (24) refer to quantities that still depend
on the normal to the contact ni. To obtain useful continuum
fields, we eliminate the dependence on ni by taking into ac-
count the distribution of the contacts, that is the fabric of
the granular medium. This is done by computing a “fabric
average” of quantities over the surface of the grain.

To compute the average 〈·〉 of a contact quantity (such
as P(n)) over the surface of a grain, we need to specify a
probability distribution of the unit contact normals ni. We
use here for simplicity a uniform distribution, though more
realistic modelling requires more complex distributions [26,
34].

It can be easily shown that [22]

〈nin j〉= 1
3 δi j (25)

〈nin jnknl〉= 1
3 (δi jδkl +δikδ jl +δilδ jk) (26)

while the average of the product of an odd number of unit
vectors is zero.

The average power of contact forces and couples, given
either by equation (18) or by (24), is therefore

〈P(n)〉= (2RgS/3V )(σ jiΓji +µ jiK ji) (27)

By setting 2RgS = 3V we obtain

〈P(n)〉= P (28)

where P is the power of internal actions in the Cosserat con-
tinuum given in equation (3).

With this specific choice of micromechanical variables
at the level of intergranular contact, the stress power of the
Cosserat continuum is therefore calculated as the isotropic
average value of the work done by contact forces and contact
couples.

3.4 Stress and couple-stress invariants

We decompose the stress tensor into a spherical and a devi-
atoric part

σi j = si j + pδi j with p = 1
3 σkk (29)

and then decompose the stress vector ti =σkink into a normal
component

t(n) = tini = σkinkni = (ski + pδki)nkni (30)

and a shear (i.e. tangential) component

t(t)i = ti− t(n)ni = σklnk(δil−ninl) = sklnk(δil−ninl) (31)

This decomposition allows the calculation of the follow-
ing stress invariants: the mean normal traction on contact

〈t(n)〉= p (32)

and the mean of the square of the magnitude of the shear
traction on contacts

T 2 = 〈t(t)k t(t)k 〉= 4
15 si jsi j− 1

15 si js ji (33)

Similarly, the couple stress can be decomposed as

µi j = ci j +µτ δi j with µτ =
1
3 µkk (34)

while the couple-stress vector mi = µkink can be decom-
posed into a normal component m(n) and a tangential com-
ponent m(t)

i , giving the invariants

〈m(n)〉= µτ (35)

and

M2 = 〈m(t)
k m(t)

k 〉= 4
15 ci jci j− 1

15 ci jc ji (36)

Following Section 3.2, however, the invariants related
to rolling must be calculated using the transported couple
stress. We therefore obtain, after a few calculations,

〈m(n)c〉= 〈m(n)〉 (37)

and

〈m(t)c
i m(t)c

i 〉= 〈m
(t)
i m(t)

i 〉+R2
g〈t

(t)
i t(t)i 〉 (38)

that is,

(Mc)2 = M2 +R2
gT 2 (39)

Together with p, the invariants T , µτ and Mc can be used
to formulate simple plasticity-based constitutive equations
for granular media that account for dissipation due to grain
sliding, torsion and rolling respectively.
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4 A two-dimensional Cosserat plasticity model

Considering only the simplified case of a two-dimensional
continuum, we present here a plasticity model based on the
micromechanical considerations of Section 3.

4.1 Two-dimensional invariants

The invariants presented in Section 3.4 assume a different
form in two dimensions

p = 1
2 (σ11 +σ22) (40)

T 2 = 1
4 (s

2
11 + s2

22 + s2
12 + s2

21)+
1
8 (s12− s21)

2 (41)

µτ = 0 (42)

M2 = 1
2 (µ

2
13 +µ

2
23) (43)

while equation (39) still holds

(Mc)2 = M2 +R2
gT 2 (44)

Introducing the invariants of the deviatoric symmetric
and the antisymmetric stress

q2 = 1
4 (s11− s22)

2 + 1
4 (s12 + s21)

2, r = 1
2 |s12− s21| (45)

the invariant T can be written as

T 2 = 1
2 q2 + r2 (46)

4.2 Yield surface for sliding

Section 3 shows that sliding is related to the stress σi j, there-
fore the yield surface for sliding should depend on the in-
variants of σi j. Specifically, following the discussion in Sec-
tion 3.4, the simplest yield surface for sliding would be

F1 =
√

2T + fs p =
√

q2 +2r2 + fs p (47)

where fs is a sliding resistance.
Another possibility is to use the Mohr-Coulomb crite-

rion, which states that

|t(t)|6−t(n) tanφ (48)

where |t(t)| is the magnitude of the shear component of the
stress vector t(t)i , t(n) is the normal component of the stress
vector for a given orientation ni and φ is a friction angle.

As shown by Satake [33] and presented in more detail by
other authors [10,19,13], the locus of the normal and shear
components of the stress vector for all possible orientations
is a (Mohr) circle whose centre does not lie on the axis of
zero shear stress. This is shown in Figure 3, where it can be
shown that AM = r, MC = q, OA = −p, so that the yield
surface can be written as

F∗1 = q+ r cosφ + psinφ (49)

t
(n)

t
(t)

Oφ
M

A

D

C

φ

Fig. 3 Mohr’s circle for asymmetric two-dimensional stress.

t
(n)

m
(t)c

Oφr

Fig. 4 Example of a m(t)c versus t(n) curve together with the yield
envelope for rolling.

4.3 Yield surface for rolling

The yield surface for rolling should depend on the invariants
of µc

i j. The simplest such surface would be

F2 = (
√

2/Rg)Mc + fr p

=
√

2(M/Rg)2 +q2 +2r2 + fr p
(50)

where fr is a rolling resistance.
It is also possible to consider a “maximum value” cri-

terion, as in the Mohr-Coulomb criterion in equation (48),
which states that

|m(t)c|/Rg 6−t(n) tanφr (51)

However the resulting yield surface is more difficult to for-
mulate, since the m(t)c versus t(n) curve is not a circle, as
shown in Figure 4.
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5 Comparison with the Mühlhaus–Vardoulakis model

In their seminal paper, Mühlhaus and Vardoulakis [27] in-
troduced a single-surface two-dimensional Cosserat plastic-
ity model (called here the MV model). The yield surface of
the MV model is

FMV = τ̄ + fg p (52)

where τ̄ is a “generalised” shear stress intensity and fg is a
resistance parameter. With the notation used in this paper, τ̄

can be written as

τ̄
2 = q2 +ξ r2 +2(M/Rg)

2 (53)

where ξ = 2 for the so-called “static” model and ξ = 1/2
for the “kinematical” model [44].

We notice that, when fg = fr, the yield surface for the
“static” MV model coincides with the rolling-related yield
surface F2 for the present model, given in equation (50).
We therefore consider the MV model as a rolling-resistance
model, though it is expressed in terms of a “stress” invariant.

Comparing the yield surfaces F1 and F2 it is easily seen
that if fr 6 fs then F2 > F1, in which case the F2 surface is
always reached first, so the model degenerates into a single-
surface one, which is actually the MV model. In this sense,
the present framework represents a generalisation of the MV
model, allowing for (but not necessarily requiring) the sep-
arate activation of sliding- and rolling-related resistance. As
it is expected that at the onset of plastic yield the relation
fr 6 fs will hold, we can consider the rolling-related mech-
anism as the principal mechanism of energy dissipation.

Based on the above considerations, it is clear that a lo-
calisation analysis using the proposed model will agree with
previous analyses using the MV model [27,44], as far as the
onset of localisation is concerned. An example of such an
analysis for a simple case is given in Section 6. The direc-
tion along which the shear band will develop will also be the
same, as determined by the zero value of the determinant of
the acoustic tensor [40].

The determination of the evolution of the shear band,
however, may differ from previous analyses, depending crit-
ically on the evolution law for the rolling resistance of the
material. Also at issue is the determination of the proper
conditions at the shear band boundary based on the proposed
micromechanical considerations, as two different conditions
have been proposed in the literature [27,3,37].

6 Application to a simple shear problem

We may apply the model presented in Section 4 to the prob-
lem of simple shear of an infinite, thick slab of a Cosserat
continuum (Fig. 5a), in order to study the conditions of the
material at incipient failure. As discussed previously, the

h

2x y=

1x

3 ( )w w y=

σ
τ

σ21

σ12

μ23

μ13

σ

(a)

h

σ
τ

2dB

(b)

1 ( )v v y=

x

y
ni

Fig. 5 Simple shear of an infinite slab of Cosserat continuum. (a)
Stresses and couple stresses (b) Shear band formation at the onset of
plasticity.

rolling surface is the one assumed to be reached first, being
responsible for the onset of plastic yielding.

The analysis is briefly presented in Appendix A, where
the shear band thickness at incipient failure (Fig. 5b) is esti-
mated as

dB

Rg
=

π

A
with A =

√
16 f 2

r (1+2 f 2
r )

1+8 f 2
r (1+3 f 2

r )
(54)

We may plot the solution (54) against the rolling resis-
tance fr (Fig. 6), to notice what intuitively one would expect
from continua with microstructure: In materials with strong
rolling resistance (like sand or gouge materials) the shear
band thickness decreases, in accordance with classical ex-
perimental [27] and recent DEM results on sands [15], and
field evidence on faults [8]. On the other extreme, at the limit
of no rolling resistance, fr → 0 no shear band is formed,
as dB → ∞. Thus continua with no internal rolling mecha-
nisms, like for example Newtonian fluids, will not present
any localisation of the deformation, in accordance with the
experimental observations of fluid mechanics.

The present study ceases to be valid after the continu-
ous bifurcation that marks the incipient failure of the mate-
rial (see Appendix A). Past this point, sliding contacts in-
crease rapidly [2], triggering the sliding yield surface. As
mentioned in Section 5, in order to extend the validity of the
model in the post-failure regime, additional information is
needed on the evolution of sliding and rolling resistance pa-
rameters of the material, as well as the proper conditions for
the stresses and couple stresses at the shear band boundary.
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Fig. 6 Shear band thickness versus rolling resistance, plotted from
equation (54).

7 Conclusions

Based on micromechanical considerations, our analysis pro-
vides a starting point for the identification of appropriate
kinematic and static quantities to be used in the description
of energy dissipation mechanisms due to rolling and sliding.
A central issue in this analysis is the identification of differ-
ent continuum quantities at the centres of grains and at their
contacts, together with the use of appropriate transport laws.

The simplest possible model resulting from this analysis
is a two-dimensional multi-surface plasticity Cosserat model
with two independent resistance parameters to separately ac-
count for sliding and rolling mechanism. This model can be
seen as a generalisation of the model proposed by Mühlhaus
and Vardoulakis.

The framework we presented is appropriate for the study
of the different energy dissipation mechanisms in granu-
lar materials. Appropriate experimental evidence is needed,
however, to determine the initial values and the evolution
laws for the two different resistance parameters. Addition-
ally, the yield surfaces given here must be related to appro-
priate plastic flow rules to account for kinematic effects such
as stress dilatancy.
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A Bifurcation analysis at incipient failure

In the absence of any other information concerning the plastic poten-
tial of the rolling mechanism, we assume associative plasticity for the
second yield surface. The corresponding rate equations for the stresses
and couple stresses admit the form σ̇i j = D(ep)

i jkl Γkl and µ̇i3 = M(ep)
i j K j3,

where

D(ep)
i jkl = D(e)

i jkl−< 1 >
D(e)

i jabQabQi jD
(e)
i jkl

Qi jD
(e)
i jklQkl +FiM

(ep)
i j Fj +h2

(55)

M(ep)
i j = M(e)

i j −< 1 >
M(e)

i j FkFlM
(e)
l j

FiM
(e)
i j Fj +h2

(56)

where Qi j =
∂F2
∂σi j

, Fi =
∂F2
∂ µi3

, F2 being the yield surface of rolling,

Eq. (50). The elasticity matrices are defined as M(el)
i j = 4GR2

gδi j and

D(el) = G


K +1 K−1 0 0
K−1 K +1 0 0

0 0 1+hC 1−hC

0 0 1−hC 1+hC

 (57)

where hC = GC/G = 1/2 is the Cosserat shear modulus, as described
in [44], h2 the hardening modulus of the second yield surface and K =
1/(1−2ν) the normalised bulk modulus.

In order to demonstrate the main aspects of the presented model
we assume for simplicity the simple shear problem of an infinite slab of
Cosserat continuum, whose thickness is also infinite compared to the
characteristic Cosserat length Rg (Fig. 5a). In this case all mechanical
fields are assumed to vary along the x2-axis.

Since we study the onset of plastic yielding, the problem con-
sists in studying whether the constitutive description admits a solu-
tion that corresponds to a continuous-to-discontinuous bifurcation in
the form of a planar shear-band, in the lines of the Tomas-Hill-Mandel
model [36,17,25]. From the nullity of the determinant of the acoustic
tensor |D(ep)

i jkl n jnl | = 0 we may determine the direction of that shear
band θB = arctan(−n1/n2) = 0 (ni being the unit vector normal to the
shear band, Fig 5b), obtaining as expected a horizontal one. From the
same criterion (see [32]) we may calculate the critical hardening mod-
ulus at the onset of instability, h2 = 0, as expected from the assumption
of associativity. In this model however, apart from the acoustic tensor,
we also deduce the tensor B = M(ep)

i j nin j which in the classical contin-
uum (where Rg = 0) does not exist. The determinant of this tensor is
always positive in the specific problem under study, yielding that both
the spin and the rate curvature deformation are continuous across the
shear band at first bifurcation.

We may implement the above rate equations in the governing equi-
librium equations ([44], pp. 344),

∂ σ̇21

∂y
= 0⇒ σ21 = τ = const., (58)

∂ σ̇22

∂y
= 0⇒ σ22 = σ = const., (59)

∂ µ̇23

∂y
+ σ̇21− σ̇12 = 0⇒ w′′3(y)+A2w3(y) = 0 (60)

where

A2 = 4
D(EP)

3222 D(EP)
4421 −D(EP)

3421 D(EP)
4222

D(EP)
4222 +D(EP)

4421

(61)

By applying the appropriate boundary conditions (µ23 = 0 at x2 =±dB,
see also [44], pp. 358), we may estimate the shear band thickness at
incipient failure as

dB

Rg
=

π

A
(62)
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